
Event coreference
Two events corefer when they share some qualified combination of their 
four characterizing features.
Goal: determine the existence and degree of truth to which a 
coreference relation exists based on the related data on the events.

Example:
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Event description

An Event identifies a spatio-temporal region, the participating 
entities, and a narrative of what happens.

We characterize events via four features:
1. Event type (e.g. killing, dying)
2. Participant(s) with their role
3. Time of happening (possibly generic)
4. Spatial location of happening (possibly generic)

Example:
On December 8, 1980, in NYC, Mark Chapman killed John Lennon.
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Formal analysis of event types

We define features characterizing event types.
Example of instantiation for “killing”:
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Ontological-based reasoning tasks for events
Example of high-level reasoning tasks enabled by the formal ontological 

characterization of event types:

• Pre- and Post-condition inference. Reasoning on the states that 

enable the activation of an event (i.e. its pre-conditions), the effects that 

the event produces on the state (i.e. its post-conditions), and possibly 

the facts that are true during the event execution.

• Completion of missing events. Inferencing of missing or implicit 

events.

• Completion of missing event relations. Finding relations between 

events, e.g. coreference, temporal sequence, incompatibility and 

causation.

• Event information refinement. Refining the extracted information 

associated to an event in order to reach a more fine grained 

representation of the event local knowledge.
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Coreference rules from formal analysis
Rules for event coreference derived from the ontological analysis of 
events. We provided rules for certain and possible coreference:
• certain coreference: sufficient and necessary conditions (for each 

event type) for coreference existence
• possible coreference: only necessary conditions, providing an 

evidence for possible existence of coreference.

Example:
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Evaluation
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Event
extraction

Evaluation on EventCorefBank (ECB)

Evaluation restricted to 6 event (facts) types:
Arresting, Killing, Dying, Charging, Shooting, Attacking.

Lennon was killed 
by Chapman.

Rules
application

John Lennon died on 
December 8, 1980.
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